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S. Lichtenbaum has proved in [L1] that there is a nondegenerate pairing

Pic(C)�Br(C)! Br(K) = Q=Z(1)

between the Picard group and the Brauer group of a nonsingular projective curveC over
a p-adic field K (a finite extension of thep-adic numbersQp). His proof consists of a
reduction via explicit cocycle calculations in Galois cohomology to a combination of Tate
duality for group schemes overp-adic fields and the autoduality of the Jacobian of a smooth
curve. In this paper we will reconstruct the above duality as a purely formal combination
of a generalized form of Tate duality overp-adic fields and a form of Poincar´e duality for
curves over arbitrary fields of characteristic zero. This gives a more conceptual proof of
Lichtenbaum’s result and an analogue in higher dimensions.

Let ϕ : X ! SpecK be a variety over ap-adic field, and consider the cohomological
Brauer group

Br(X) := H2(X;Gm);

or more generally the ´etale cohomology groupHi(X;Gm) for some i � 0. The group
Ext2�i(Rϕ�Gm;Gm) is a natural candidate for its dual via the Yoneda pairing into Br(K).
We will see that this Ext-group should not be computed on the ´etale site overK, but on the
smooth site Ksm; see Section 1.2 for a definition and a motivation of this choice of topology.
These groups turn out to give interesting homology groups for varieties over an arbitrary
field k. For technical reasons we will require that the ground fieldk has characteristic zero
and thatϕ : X! Speck is proper and smooth (see Remark 2.1). The analogy to ´etale ho-
mology with coefficients inZ=n prompts for the notation

‘Hi(X;Z) := Ext�i
ksm

(Rϕ�Gm;Gm);

with the quotes added in order to avoid confusion with motivic homology. Indeed, these
groups can be regarded as intermediates between ´etale homology with coefficients in̂Z
(see Section 2.2) and motivic homology with coefficients inZ. For example, whenk is
algebraically closed, we have fori > 2 that

‘Hi(X;Z) = Hi(X; Ẑ);

whereas ‘H0(X;Z) is canonically isomorphic to (thek-points of) thetotal Albanese variety
of X (see Sections 1.1, 2.2, and 3.2). On the other hand, the motivic homology group
H0(X;Z) is the Chow group of zero-cycles. Therefore I will refer to the homology theory
defined above aspseudo-motivic homology. The following result shows that for duality over
a p-adic field these pseudo-motivic homology groups are just right.
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Theorem 1. Let X be a smooth proper variety over a finite extension K ofQp. For every
r 2 Z the Yoneda pairing

‘Hr(X;Z)�Hr+2(X;Gm)! Br(K) = Q=Z(2)

is nondegenerate, inducing perfect pairings

‘Hr(X;Z) �Hr+2(X;Gm)b!Q=Z for r =�2;�1;

‘Hr(X;Z)b�Hr+2(X;Gm) !Q=Z for r = 0; 1;

and

‘Hr(X;Z)�Hr+2(X;Gm)!Q=Z for r � 2.

Here a pairing between topological groupsA�B! Q=Z is callednondegenerateif the
induced homomorphisms fromA to the Pontryagin dual ofB and fromB to the Pontryagin
dual of A are monomorphisms andperfect if these induced maps are isomorphisms. The
topology we choose implicitly on our groups is the discrete topology for torsion groups and
the profinite topology on all other groups. The notationAb denotes the completion ofA with
respect to the profinite topology.

PROOF. For X geometrically irreducible, this is a special case of Theorem 4.3; removing
the irreducibility condition is a straightforward generalization.

Theorem 2(Poincaré duality for curves). Let C be a smooth projective curve over a field of
characteristic zero. For any i2 Z we have a natural isomorphism

Hi(C;Gm)
�
! ‘H1�i(C;Z):

PROOF. ForC geometrically irreducible, this is a weak version of Theorem 3.7. Removing
the irreducibility condition is straightforward.

Note that whenC has ak-rational point (or, more generally, a divisor defined overk of
degree 1), then Theorem 2 is hardly more than a reformulation of the autoduality of the
Jacobian ofC. This more general result seems to be new. The proof follows a usual pattern:
in Section 3.3 we will construct a pairing

Rϕ�Gm
L

Rϕ�Gm!Gm[�1]

in the derived category of sheaves onksm that induces the above isomorphism. This pairing
is constructed using the Suslin–Voevodsky cycle complexes, and it is shown to induce an
isomorphism using Friedlander–Voevodsky duality for curves.

Remark. In view of the calculations of the pseudo-motivic homology groups in high de-
gree (see Section 2.2), I do not expect that the above Poincar´e duality generalizes to higher
dimensions. To be precise, I do not think that ford > 1 there are (complexes of) sheaves
‘Z(d) on the smooth site overQ such that for each proper smooth purelyd-dimensional
varietyX over a field of characteristic zero we haveHi(X; ‘Z(d)) = ‘H2d�i(X;Z).

Corollary 1 (Lichtenbaum–Tate duality [L1]). Let C be a smooth projective curve over a
p-adic field K. For every i2 Z we have a nondegenerate pairing

Hi(X;Gm)�H3�i(X;Gm)!Q=Z:
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These pairings satisfy the usual symmetry rules for cup products, and they induce perfect
pairings

H0(X;Gm)b�H3(X;Gm)!Q=Z;

‘H1(X;Gm)b�H2(X;Gm)!Q=Z:

PROOF. The existence, nondegeneracy and perfectness of the pairings follows immediately
from the theorems above. The symmetry rules follow from the construction. The im-
plicit claim that the pairings given here coincide with Lichtenbaum’s pairings is justified
by Lemma 3.1 and the construction of the Poincar´e duality pairing in Section 3.3.

In the course of proving Theorem 1 we will collect several other dualities. In particu-
lar, we get the following result. Recall that theperiod of a principal homogeneous space
X for an abelian varietyA over a fieldK is defined to be the order of the class ofX in
the Weil–Châtelet groupH1(K;A). More generally, we define the period of an arbitrary
nonsingular, complete, geometrically irreducible varietyX to be the period of the Albanese
torsor Alb1(X), which is associated to zero-cycles of degree 1 (see Section 1.1 for the formal
definition).

Theorem 3. Let X be a smooth proper geometrically irreducible variety over a p-adic field
K.

(i) The image of the mappingδ in the exact sequence

0! Pic(X)! Pic(XK)
Gal(K=K) δ

��! Br(k)! Br(X)

induced by the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence is a finite group dual to the cokernel of
the degree mapping‘H0(X;Z)! Z.

(ii) The image of the mappingδ0 in the exact sequence

0! Pic0(X)! Pic0(XK)
Gal(K=K) δ0

��! Br(k)

induced by the above exact sequence is a finite group dual to the cokernel of the mapping
‘H0(XK;Z)Gal(K=K) ! Z induced by the degree mapping. The order of this cokernel is the
period of X.

PROOF. See Section 4.3.

Note that for a curveX we have by Poincar´e duality that ‘H0(X;Z) = Pic(X), so in that
case the first part of the theorem is equivalent to Roquette’s theorem ([Ro, Th. 1], see also
[L1, p. 120]). The part of the theorem concerning the period ofX was already mentioned in
[vH, Rem. 5.4], with a sketch of a proof via cocycle calculations.

Corollary 2. Let X be a principal homogeneous space for an abelian variety over a p-adic
field K. The restriction map

Br(K)! Br(K(X))

from the Brauer group of K to the Brauer group of the function field of X is injective if and
only if X is trivial.

PROOF. Immediate from the above theorem and the injectivity of the restriction map
Br(X)! Br(K(X)) (see [Gr, II, Cor. 1.8] or [M1, Exa. 2.22]).
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For a smooth proper geometrically irreducible varietyX over a number fieldk, we can
now use class field theory in order to get a sufficient condition for the surjectivity of the map

Pic0(X)! Pic0(Xk̄)
Gal(k̄=k)(3)

(which is in any case injective, sinceX is proper overk). In analogy with the terminology
of [CM], where Coray and Manoil study the map

Pic(X)! Pic(Xk̄)
Gal(k̄=k);

we will say that Pic0(X) is big if the map (3) is surjective. In other words, Pic0(X) is big
if every k-rational point on the Picard variety Pic0(X=k) of X corresponds to a divisor class
containing a divisor defined overk. Recall, that theTate–Shafarevich groupof an abelian
variety A over the number fieldk is the subgroup ofH1(k;A) consisting of classes that
become trivial when restricted toH1(kv;Akv) for any completionkv of k.

Corollary 3. Let X be a smooth proper geometrically irreducible variety over a number
field k. If the class of the Albanese torsorAlb1(X) is contained in the Tate–Shafarevich
group ofAlb(X), thenPic0(X) is big.

PROOF. Consider the following diagram with well-known exact rows (see Section 1.1).

0 Pic0(X) Pic0(Xk̄)
Gal(k̄=k) Br(k)

0 ∏vPic0(Xkv) ∏vPic0(Xk̄v
)Gal(k̄v=kv) ∏vBr(kv)

Herev ranges over finite and infinite primes. The right hand vertical arrow is injective by
class field theory, so the statement follows immediately from Theorem 3.ii and its analogue
over the real numbers (see [vH, Cor. 5.3]).

1. Preliminaries

In this section we will fix some notation and terminology and we will briefly consider the
cohomology of sheaves on the smooth site over a scheme. The notation and terminology
in this paper concerning derived categories is all standard (see for example [GM]), except
maybe the choice not to make a distinction in terminology or notation between cohomology
and ‘hypercohomology’ (the classical term for the result of applying a higher derived functor
to a complex, rather than a single object). Asheafwill be a sheaf of abelian groups, unless
explicitly mentioned otherwise.

A variety over a fieldk will be a separated geometrically reduced (but not necessarily
irreducible) scheme overk, and it will be of finite type unless explicitly mentioned otherwise
(the group varieties we encounter will in general only be locally of finite type). When there
is no danger of confusion, we will denote the scheme Speck by k. The base change of a
varietyX overk to an extension fieldk0 will be denoted byXk0 , and the base change to the
separable closurēk of k will be denoted byX. A curveoverk will be a variety overk of pure
dimension 1.
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1.1. Picard and Albanese variety

We will start by recalling some well-known results; the main reason for repeating them
is to fix the notation and terminology, since there does not seem to be a well-established
standard.

For a proper varietyϕ : X ! k over a fieldk, the higher direct image sheafR1ϕ�Gm

on thefpqc-site overk is represented by a group scheme locally of finite type overk (see
[Mur, II.15]), hence by a group variety locally of finite type ifk is of characteristic zero.
In that case we will denote the group variety representingR1ϕ�Gm by Pic(X=k) and call it
the total Picard varietyof X. Note that in general thePicard groupPic(X) = H1(X;Gm)
(= H1

fpqc(X;Gm)) does not coincide with the group ofk-points of Pic(X=k): we have the
well-known long exact sequence

0! Pic(X)! Pic(X=k)(k)! Br(k)! Br(X);(4)

where Br(X) denotes the cohomological Brauer group ofX.
From now on we will assume thatX is smooth and proper over a fieldk of characteristic

zero. Then the connected component of Pic(X=k) containing zero is an abelian variety over
k which we denote by Pic0(X=k) and which we call thePicard varietyof X. We have an
exact sequence

0! Pic0(X=k)! Pic(X=k)! NS(X)! 0;

whereNS(X) is the finitely generated group variety corresponding to the N´eron–Severi
group of X, equipped with its natural Galois action. We denote by Pic0(X) the inverse
image of Pic0(X=k) under the canonical injection Pic(X) ,! Pic(X=k)(k) and we put

NS(X) := Pic(X)=Pic0(X):

In order to define the (total) Albanese variety, we consider thefpqc-sheafZX on k as-
sociated to the presheaf that sends a schemeU to the free abelian group generated by the
setX(U) of maps fromU to X. Still assumingX to be smooth and proper over a fieldk of
characteristic zero, we have that the sheafZX admits a homomorphism

α : ZX! Alb�(X)

into a sheaf represented by a group variety locally of finite type overk of which the con-
nected component Alb(X) containing zero is an abelian variety. The mapα is the universal
homomorphism ofZX to sheaves represented by group varieties of which the connected
component containing zero is a semi-abelian variety (see for example [Ra,x2]). We will
call Alb�(X) the total Albanese variety of X. The abelian variety Alb(X) is the (classical)
Albanese variety ofX. WhenX is geometrically irreducible, we have a short exact sequence

0! Alb(X)! Alb�(X)! Z! 0;(5)

where the map toZ corresponds, viaα, to the degree mapZ0(X=k) ! Z. The con-
nected component of Alb�(X) mapping ton2 Z will be denoted by Albn(X). In particular,
Alb0(X) = Alb(X), andα induces a morphism fromX to Alb1(X) theAlbanese torsorof
X, which is a principal homogeneous space over Alb(X). Of course, anyk-valued point
x2 X(k) induces, by subtraction, an isomorphism Alb1(X)! Alb0(X) of principal homo-
geneous spaces over Alb(X), hence a morphismαx : X ! Alb(X). This is the classical
Albanese mapfor the pair(X;x), which is universal for maps ofX into abelian varieties that
sendx to zero.
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Remark 1.1. The terms ‘Picard group’, ‘Picard variety’ and ‘Albanese variety’ are tradi-
tional, and so is the notation Pic(X) and Alb(X). The notation Pic(X=k) and Alb1(X) is a
variation on notation introduced by Grothendieck in [Gr]. What I call here the ‘total Picard
variety’ is often called thePicard scheme. By analogy, the term ‘Albanese scheme’ is used
in [Ra] for what I call the ‘total Albanese variety’. Indeed, when a variety is defined to be
irreducible, a distinguishing feature of the ‘Picard scheme’ and the ‘Albanese scheme’ is
that they are not varieties. However, in this paper a variety is not necessarily irreducible,
since irreducibility does not behave well under base change, so the adjective ‘total’ seems a
better way to make the distinction.

1.2. Smooth cohomology

For a schemeX the siteXsm has as underlying category the category of smooth schemes
locally of finite type overX. The coverings are the smooth surjective morphisms.

The cohomology of sufficiently nice sheaves onXsm is the same as the cohomology on
other popular sites, like the (small) ´etale siteXét or the (big) flat siteXfl, for which the
underlying category consists of schemes that are ´etale and of finite type overX (resp. locally
of finite type overX) and the coverings are the surjective ´etale (resp. flat) morphisms. We
will use that for each sheafG represented by a smooth commutative group scheme overX
we have equalities

Hi(Xfl ;G ) = Hi(Xsm;G ) = Hi(Xét;G )(6)

for any i. This follows from the vanishing of higher direct images of the sheafG for the
mappings between the various topologies (see [Gr, III, Th. 11.7], or [M1, Th. III.3.9]). Note
that this implies in particular that, withϕ : X! k as in the previous section, the total Picard
group Pic(X=k) also representsR1ϕ�Gm on the smooth site overk. The same holds when
G is a direct limit of sheaves represented by smooth group schemes, or an inverse limit of
sheaves represented by finite group schemes, or whenG is a complex of sheaves for which
all cohomology sheavesH �(G ) are of the above form.

In the above situation we will often omit the reference to the topology and writeHi(X;G )
for any of the above groups. We will not make any distinction in notation between commuta-
tive group schemes and the sheaves they represent. Also, we will freely use the equivalence
of categories between ´etale sheaves onk and Galois modules. With these conventions, we
have for example

Hi(ksm;Gm) = Hi(két;Gm) = H1(k;Gm) = Hi(k; k̄�) = Hi(Gal(k̄=k); k̄�):

For our purposes here, the difference between the ´etale site and the smooth site lies
in the internal and external Hom- and Ext-groups between sheaves represented by group
schemes. The ´etale site turns out to be too small to give good results; consider for example
Homkét(Gm;Gm) = Hom(k̄�; k̄�). We need a site with a bigger underlying category. In this
respect the (big) flat site is actually as good as the smooth site, as we will see in Lemma 1.2.
but the smooth site has the advantage that whenX is a smooth variety overk, then all
schemes in the underlying category ofXsm are smooth varieties overk. This is convenient
for certain calculations (see Section 2.2) and also when we want to represent complexes of
sheaves by Suslin–Voevodsky cycle complexes (see Section 3.3).
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Lemma 1.2. Let G1, G2 be smooth group schemes locally of finite type over a scheme X. Let
α : Xfl! Xsm be the canonical morphism of sites. Then we have a canonical isomorphism

Rα�RHomXfl (G1;G2) = RHomXsm(G1;G2):

PROOF. We have thatα� is exact(on the level of underlying categoriesα is a full embed-
ding), so its right adjointα� sends injectives to injectives, and adjunction gives us an iso-
morphism

Rα�RHomXfl (α
�
G1;G2) = RHomXsm(G1;Rα�G2):

Now α�G1 is represented byG1 on Xfl, sinceG1 is a smooth group scheme. The complex
Rα�G2 is quasi-isomorphic to the sheaf represented byG2, since the higher direct images of
G2 underα vanish, as we saw above.

Corollary 1.3. For M a finitely generated group scheme, T a torus, and A an abelian variety
over a field k of characteristic zero we have

RHomksm(M;Gm) =HomG=k(M;Gm);

RHomksm(T;Gm) =HomG=k(T;Gm);

RHomksm(A;Gm) = Ext1G=k(A;Gm)[�1] = At [�1];

whereHomG=k andExt1G=k are the internalHom andExt in the categoryG=k of commuta-
tive group schemes over k and At is the dual abelian variety of A.

Recall that the notation[i] is used to indicate a shift byi in the indexing of a complex. In
particular, we have here thatAt [�1] denotes the complex consisting of the single objectAt

in degree 1.

PROOF. By Lemma 1.2 this follows from [O, Th. 17.4, Th. 18.1], [Br2,xx7, 8, 10], and the
vanishing of the higher direct images underα : kfl ! ksm of sheaves represented by smooth
group schemes.

2. Pseudo-motivic homology

Throughout this section,ϕ : X ! k will be a smooth proper scheme over a fieldk of
characteristic zero. We will establish the basic properties of the pseudo-motivic homology
groups

‘H�(X;Z) = Ext��ksm
(Rϕ�Gm;Gm)

and do some calculations. The definition of these homology groups is completely analogous
to the definitions `a la Verdier of homology of locally compact spaces and of ´etale homology
with finite coefficients:

H�(X;Z=n) = Ext��két
(Rϕ�µn;Gm)(7)

(see for example [DV, Exp. VIII], and recall thatX is properoverk).

Remark 2.1. Of course, the above definition makes sense for arbitraryX over an arbitrary
field k. Formally, this would give something that plays the role of homology with compact
supports, but since the groups themselves might not be nice enough I would prefer not to
use the notation ‘H�(X;Z), whenX is not smooth and proper, or whenk is of characteristic
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p> 0. I should say that I do not know exactly what I mean by ‘nice enough’, but I would
hope that at least we would have that the complexRHomksm(Rϕ�Gm;Gm) is concentrated
in nonpositive degree, and that it admits a filtration for which the graded pieces are either
complexes of group schemes, or profinite ´etale (compare Section 2.2). In view of the results
and constructions in [Ra], it seems reasonable to expect that in characteristic zero these
properties can be obtained for arbitraryX by taking a smooth hypercovering. In character-
istic p > 0 the groups under consideration need not even be nice in the above sense when
X is smooth and proper, due to the ‘pathological’ behaviour of theExtksm-functor (see for
example [Br1]).

2.1. Basic properties

The dual Kummer sequence

Applying the right derived functors of Homksm(Rϕ��;Gm) to the Kummer sequence

0! µn!Gm!Gm! 0

gives a long exact sequence

� � � ! ‘Hi(X;Z)
�n
��! ‘Hi(X;Z)! Hi(X;Z=n)! �� �(8)

All basic constructions that follow below also exist for coefficients modulon, and they are
compatible with the Kummer exact sequences.

Functoriality

For a mapf : Y! X of proper smooth schemes overk the adjunction morphismGm!
R f�Gm induces thepush-forwardhomomorphismf� : ‘H�(Y;Z)!‘H�(X;Z): If f : Y!X is
finite étale, then thetrace map f�Gm!Gm (cf. [M1, Lemma V.1.12]) induces théetale pull-
back f� : ‘H�(X;Z)! ‘H�(Y;Z): If f is of constant degreed, then f� � f � is multiplication
by d. If Y is Galois overX with Galois groupG, then thenf � � f� sends a classβ to the class
∑g2Gg�β.

Note that ifk0=k is a finite extension and we have a base change diagram

Xk0
π

ϕ0

Xk

ϕ

Speck0
π

Speck

then the trace map induces an adjunction formula

Ext�k0sm
(Rϕ0�Gm;Gm) = Ext�ksm

(R(π�ϕ0)�Gm;Gm)

(see [M1, Lemma V.1.12]). Therefore, the group‘H�(Xk0 ;Z) does not depend on the question
whether we considerXk0 as variety overk or overk0. In particular, we have a push-forward
mapπ� and a pull-back mapπ� between the homology ofX andXk0 .

Product with cohomology

The pairing (2) is a special case of theYoneda pairing

‘Hi(X;Z) � H j(X;Gm) ! H j�i(k;Gm)
γ � ω 7! γ �ω
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which is defined for arbitraryi; j via the canonical map

Ext�i
ksm

(Rϕ�Gm;Gm) = Ext0ksm
(Rϕ�Gm;Gm[�i])! Hom(H j(k;Rϕ�Gm);H

j�i(k;Gm)):

From the definitions it is easy to check that for a morphismf : Y!X we have theprojection
formula

f�γ �ω = γ � f �ω:

Homology of a point

For any finite field extensionk0 of k, we have a canonical isomorphism

‘Hi(Speck0;Z) = H�i(k0;Z):(9)

Under this isomorphism the pushforward morphism

π� : ‘Hi(Speck0;Z)! ‘Hi(Speck;Z)

corresponds to the trace map (i.e., the corestriction map in Galois cohomology). Moreover,
the Yoneda product defined above corresponds forX = Speck0 to the cup product

H�i(k0;Z)�H j(k0;Gm)! H j�i(k0;Gm)

followed by the trace map

H j�i(k0;Gm)! H j�i(k;Gm):

Remark 2.2. The above connection to Galoiscohomology shows that the pseudo-motivic
homology of Speck is in general not equal to the Galois homology groupHi(Gal(k̄=k);Z),
so it seems better not to use the notation ‘Hi(k;Z), which might lead to misunderstandings.

2.2. Calculations

In this sectionϕ : X ! k will be a proper smooth geometrically irreducible variety of
dimensiond over a field of characteristic zero. The condition of geometric irreducibility is
merely for ease of exposition.

A filtration on the derived direct image ofGm

In order to compute the pseudo-motivic homology groups, we will first define a con-
venient filtration onRϕ�Gm. Since we work in a derived category, where the notion of
‘subcomplex’ does not make sense, this filtration will simply be a sequence of morphisms

0=F�1!F0! �� � !F2d+1 =F2d+2 = � � �=F∞ = Rϕ�Gm:

For everyi � 0 we define theith graded pieceGi to be the mapping cone of the mapFi�1!
Fi , giving a triangle

Fi�1!Fi ! Gi !Fi [1]:(10)

Our filtration will have the property, that each graded piece consists of a sheaf concentrated
in a single degree. It will almost be the canonical filtrationF can

� = τ�iRϕ�Gm, but not quite,
since the graded piece of degree one for that filtration isR1ϕ�Gm = Pic(X=k), which is an
extension of the finitely generated groupNS(X) by the abelian variety Pic0(X=k). It is better
to separate these two parts. Therefore we take

F0 := τ�0Rϕ�G= ϕ�Gm = Gm;
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forF1 we take the mapping cone of the canonical map

τ�1Rϕ�Gm! NS(X);

with the degree shifted by one, so that we have a triangle

F1! τ�1Rϕ�Gm! NS(X)!Fi [1];

and fori � 2 we put

Fi := τ�i�1Rϕ�Gm:

Using the standard notation ofG [n] for a complex that consists of a sheaf concentrated in
degree�n, we get

Gi =

8>>>><>>>>:
Gm if i = 0;

Pic0(X=k)[�1] if i = 1;

NS(X)[�1] if i = 2;

Ri�1ϕ�Gm[1� i] if i � 3:

(11)

The sheavesRqϕ�Gm are torsion forq� 2, sinceHq(X�U;Gm) is torsion forq� 2 andU
smooth over overk by [Gr, II, Prop. 1,4]. In other words, we have fori � 3 that

Gi = lim-------!
n

(nGi)

wherenGi is the complex consisting of then-torsion of the sheafRi�1ϕ�Gm in degreei�1.
Using the Kummer sequence we see from the smooth specialization theorem for torsion
coefficients (see [SGA4, Exp. XVI, Th. 2.1] or [M1, Cor. VI.4,2]) that the sheafRqϕ�Gm

is isomorphic to the locally constant sheaf associated to the Galois moduleHq(X;Gm) for
q� 2 and in fact toHq(X;Q=Z(1)) for q> 2, whereQ=Z(1) = lim-------!nµn. In other words,

Gi =

(
Br(X)[�2] if i = 3;

Hi�1(X;Q=Z(1))[i�1] if i � 4:

In particular, we have by [SGA4, Exp. X, Cor. 4.3] (see also [M1, Th. VI.1.1]) thatGi = 0
for i > 2d+1, hence thatF2d+1 =F∞, as we claimed in the beginning. Below, we will also
use the fact that by [D, Th. finitude] (see also [M1, Th. VI.2.1]) we have thatnG i is finite
for any i > 2 and anyn2 N.

Remark 2.3. I do not know whetherRqϕ�Gm is torsion forq� 2 when taken on sites for
which the underlying category contains singular schemes, like the big flat site.

The dual filtration

For any complexC of sheaves onksm we define theCartier dualof C to be the complex

C
D := RHomksm(C ;Gm):

In particular, ‘Hi(X;Z) = H�1(ksm;(Rϕ�Gm)
D). Dualizing the ascending filtrationF

�
on

Rϕ�Gm we get a descending filtration

(Rϕ�Gm)
D =FD

∞ = � � �=FD
2d+2 =F

D
2d+1!F

D
2d! �� � !F

D
0 !F�1 = � � �= 0;

and for everyi 2 Z we have a triangle

G
D
i !F

D
i !F

D
i�1! G

D
i [1]:(12)
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In order give explicit descriptions of theG D
i we will first consider the casei � 3 in greater

detail. Since theGi are torsion fori � 3, we have that

G
D
i = RHomksm(lim-------!

n
(nGi);Gm) = Rlim -------

n
RHomksm(nGi ;Gm):

For i � 4 the surjectionsHi�1(X;µn)! nGi [i� 1] and the isomorphismsHi�1(X;Z=n) =
RHom(Hi�1(X;µn);Gm) induce an isomorphism

Rlim -------
n

RHomksm(nGi ;Gm) = Rlim -------
n

Hi�1(X;Z=n)[i�1]:

By [J, Th. 2.2] we have that

H p(k;Rlim -------
n

Hq(X;Z=n)) = H p
cont(k;Hq(X; Ẑ));

whereH p
cont(k;�) denotes continuous Galois cohomology. Therefore we will write

H
cont

q (X=k; Ẑ) := Rlim -------
n

Hq(X;Z=n):

Here we keepk in the notation, since it is important that the inverse limit is taken in the
derived category of sheaves on Speck. For example, taking inverse limits does not commute
with infinite field extensions (compare [K,x2]). In particular, whenk is not algebraically
closed, the complexesH cont

q (X; Ẑ) will in general not be concentrated in degree 0, whereas

H
cont

q (X=k̄; Ẑ) = Rlim -------
n

Hq(X;Z=n) = Hq(X; Ẑ):

In the casei = 3 we have thatG D
3 equals the complexRHomksm(Br(X);Q=Z(1))[2]. As

above, we have that

H p(ksm;G
D
3 ) = H p

cont(k;Hom(Br(X);Q=Z(1)):

Combined with the above calculations of theGi for i = 0; 1; 2 and the results of Section 1,
we get that

G
D
i =

8>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:

0 if i < 0

Z if i = 0

Alb(X) if i = 1

Hom(NS(X);Gm)[1] if i = 2

RHomksm(Br(X);Q=Z(1))[2] if i = 3

H cont
i�1 (X=k; Ẑ)[i�1] if i � 4:

(13)

The modified Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence

Since the complexesH cont
i�1 (X=k; Ẑ) are in general not concentrated in degree 0, the

above calculations do not give a sensible description of theEp;q
2 -terms of the ‘standard’

Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence

Ep;q
2 = H p(ksm;R

q
Homksm(Rϕ�Gm;Gm))) ‘H�p�q(X;Z):

Therefore it makes sense to modify this spectral sequence a little, replacing the degree fil-
tration onHomksm(Rϕ�Gm;Gm), by the decreasing filtration

0=FHS
�2d�1!F

HS
�2d! �� � !F

HS
0 = RHomksm(Rϕ�Gm;Gm)
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withFHS
i for �2d� i ��1 determined by the requirement that we have a triangle

F
HS
i ! (Rϕ�Gm)

D!F
D
1�i !F

HS
i [1]:

Here(Rϕ�Gm)
D!FD

1�i is the canonical map associated to the filtrationFD
�

of Rϕ�Gm. As
above, we obtain for everyi the associatedith graded pieceG HS

i , and we put

‘Hi(X;Z) := G HS
�i [�i]:

The filtrationFHS
�

gives rise to themodified Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence

Ep;q
2 = H p(ksm; ‘H�q(X;Z))) ‘H�p�q(X;Z):(14)

In this modified spectral sequence, theE2-terms are easy to interpret, thanks to the calcu-
lations above. By construction we have that fori > 0 that

‘Hi(X;Z) = G D
i+1[�i]:

On the other hand, ‘H0(X;Z) fits into an exact sequence

0! Alb(X)! ‘H0(X;Z)! Z! 0:

This suggests that ‘H0(X;Z) is represented by the total Albanese variety Alb�(X) defined in
Section 1.1. We will see in Section 3.2 that this is indeed the case, and we will use it below
to simplify the notation. The Albanese property of ‘H0(X;Z) will not be used in an essential
way before Section 3.3.

In terms of Galois cohomology, we get the following expression for theE2-terms of the
modified Hochschild–Serre spectral sequence.

H p(ksm; ‘H�q(X;Z)) =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

0 if q> 0;

H p(k;Alb�(X)(k̄)) if q= 0;

H p(k;Hom(NS(X); k̄�)) if q=�1;

H p
cont(k;Hom(Br(X);Q=Z(1))) if q=�2;

H p
cont(k;H�q(X; Ẑ)) if q<�2:

Remark 2.4. If all Galois cohomology groups ofk with finite coefficient modules are finite,
then

Hs
cont(k;Hom(Br(X);Q=Z(1))) = lim -------

n
Hs(k;Hom(nBr(X);Q=Z(1)))

and

Hs
cont(k;Ht(X; Ẑ)) = lim -------

n
Hs

cont(k;Ht(X;Z=n))

(see [J, Rem. 3.5]). The finiteness condition is fulfilled whenk is a p-adic field.

Calculations over an algebraically closed field

ForX over the algebraic closurēk of k the above gives us:

‘Hi(X;Z) =

8>>>>>><>>>>>>:

0 if i < 0;

Alb�(X)(k̄) if i = 0;

Hom(NS(X); k̄�) if i = 1;

Hom(Br(X);Q=Z(1)) if i = 2;

Hi(X; Ẑ) if i > 2:
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High degree homology

Over an arbitrary fieldk of characteristic 0, we see from the modified Hochschild–Serre
spectral sequence that the canonical mapRϕ�Q=Z(1)! Rϕ�Gm induces fori > 2 an iso-
morphism

‘Hi(X;Z) = R�iHomkét(Rϕ�Q=Z(1);Gm):

The right hand side of this equation is canonically isomorphic to theith continuousétale
homologygroupHcont

i (X; Ẑ) as defined in [K,x3.2] (recall thatX is proper overk).

Calculations in degree 0 over a p-adic field

Now let us assumek has cohomological dimension� 2, which is the case whenX is a
p-adic field (see [S, Prop. II.15]). Then theEs;t

2 -terms of the modified Hochschild–Serre
spectral sequence vanish fors> 2. We get an exact sequence

‘H0(X;Z)! Alb�(X)(k)! H2(k;Hom(NS(X); k̄�)):

The kernel ‘H0(X;Z)Alb of the Albanese map ‘H0(X;Z)! Alb�(X)(k) fits into an exact
sequence

H2
cont(k;Hom(Br(X);Q=Z(1)))! ‘H0(X;Z)Alb ! H1(k;Hom(NS(X); k̄�))! 0

Whenk is a p-adic field, we actually have

H2(k;Hom(NS(X); k̄�)) = Hom(NS(X)Gal(k̄=k);Q=Z)

and

H2
cont(k;Hom(Br(X);Q=Z(1))) = Hom(Br(X)Gal(k̄=k);Q=Z)

as we easily deduce from Tate duality for finitely generated groups (compare Proposi-
tion 4.1.

3. The cycle map, the Albanese property and Poincaré duality

In this section we will construct a cycle map for zero-cycles into the homology of degree
zero, and check that this map satisfies the Albanese property. Then we prove Poincar´e
duality for curves (Theorem 2 from the introduction).

3.1. The cycle map for zero-cycles

Let k0 be a finite extension of a fieldk of characteristic 0. The canonical isomorphism (9)
gives in degree zero a canonical isomorphism

‘H0(Speck0;Z) = Z:

The canonical generator of ‘H0(Speck0;Z) will be called thefundamental classof Speck0.
We will denote it by[Speck0] 2 ‘H0(Speck0;Z). We now define the cycle map

cl : Z0(X)! ‘H0(X;Z)(15)
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from the group of zero-cycles into homology by sending a closed pointx2 X to the image
of [x] under the mappingi� : ‘H0(x;Z)! ‘H0(X;Z), wherei is the inclusion. By construc-
tion the cycle map commutes with the push-forward associated to a morphism of varieties
f : X!Y.

The following lemma implies that Lichtenbaum’s pairing ofZ0(X) with Br(X), as de-
fined in [L1,x3], factorizes via the cycle map and the Yoneda pairing.

Lemma 3.1. With notations as above, we have that for any r� 0 and anyω 2 Hr(X;Gm)
the image ofcl(x)�ω 2 Hr(k;Gm) under the pairing(2.1) coincides with the image ofω
under the composite mapping

Hr(X;Gm)
i�
��! Hr(x;Gm)

tr
��! Hr(k;Gm);

where the mapping tr is induced by the trace map.

PROOF. Immediate from the definitions.

Later, it will be important that the cycle map for zero-cycles is already defined on the
sheaf level. LetZX be the free sheaf onksm of abelian groups overX, i.e., the sheaf asso-
ciated to the presheafU 7! Z[X(U)]. For everyU smooth overk we have that a morphism
s: U ! X induces via pull-back a homomorphism from the complex of sheavesRϕ�Gm to
the sheafGm, both restricted toU . Thus we get a homomorphism

c` : ZX! R0
Hom(Rϕ�Gm;Gm) = ‘H0(X;Z)(16)

of sheaves onksm; it follows from the definitions that taking sections overk gives back the
original cycle map (15).

Proposition 3.2. Let X be a proper smooth geometrically irreducible variety over a field of
characteristic zero. The cycle map factorizes via rational equivalence, giving a homomor-
phism

cl : CH0(X)! ‘H0(X;Z)

PROOF. The groupZ
rat

0 (X) of zero-cycles rationally equivalent to 0 is generated by zero-
cycles of the formπ�( f ), whereπ : C! X is a morphism of a nonsingular projective curve
C to X, and( f ) is the divisor of a rational functionf onC. Since cl(π�( f )) = π� cl(( f )), it
is sufficient to check the proposition for a nonsingular projective curveC.

Since ‘H0(C;Z) is represented by a commutative group variety locally of finite type,
the universal property of the total Albanese variety implies that the mapZX ! ‘H0(X;Z)
induced by (16) factorizes via the Albanese map. Taking sections overk and using the
injectivity of the map

‘H0(C;Z)! ‘H0(C;Z)(k)

(Hilbert’s Theorem 90), we get that the cycle map (15) factorizes as

Z0(C)! Alb�(C)(k)! ‘H0(C;Z):

The kernel of the first map is equal toZ
rat

0 (C) by the Abel–Jacobi theorem.
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3.2. The Albanese map

In this section we will prove that the map

c` : ZX! ‘H0(X;Z)(17)

induced by the map (16) satisfies the Albanese property. In particular, ‘H0(X;Z) is repre-
sented by the total Albanese variety Alb�(X), as was claimed and used in Section 2.2.

The covariant functoriality of ‘H0(�;Z), will enable us to reduce the proof to the case
whereX is a principal homogeneous space for an Abelian variety, and then the statement
follows from Proposition 3.3 below, which claims that the cycle map induces for any abelian
variety A an isomorphism betweenA itself and the connected component ‘H0(A;Z)0 of
‘H0(A;Z) containing zero.

Proposition 3.3. Let A be an abelian variety over a field k of characteristic zero. The map

a: A ! ‘H0(A;Z)0

x 7! c`([x]� [0])

is an isomorphism of (sheaves represented by) abelian varieties.

PROOF. The mapa is a priori only a morphism of varieties, but since ‘H0(A;Z)0 is (rep-
resented by) an abelian variety, and 0 is mapped to 0, it is ahomomorphismof abelian
varieties. In order to prove thata is an isomorphism, it is sufficient to check that the induced
map onn-torsion

nA! n‘H0(A;Z)0

is an isomorphism for alln2N. This is equivalent to proving that the induced map of finite
n-torsion groups

an : nA(k̄)! n‘H0(Ā;Z)0�= n‘H0(Ā;Z)
�

is an isomorphism.
Let ϕ : A! k be the structure map, and letn : A! A be multiplication byn. We define

Rϕ�Gm=n� to be the cone of the induced map

Rϕ�Gm
n�

��! Rϕ�Gm;

and we put

Hi(Ā;Gm;n�) := Hi(k̄;Rϕ�Gm=n�)

‘Hi(Ā;Z;n�) := R�iHomk̄sm
(Rϕ�Gm=n�;Gm):

We get long exact sequences

H0(Ā;Gm)
n�

��! H0(Ā;Gm)! H0(Ā;Gm;n�)! H1(Ā;Gm)
n�

��! H1(Ā;Gm)! �� �

and

� � � ! ‘H1(Ā;Z)
n���! ‘H1(Ā;Z)! ‘H0(Ā;Z;n�)! ‘H0(Ā;Z)

n���! ‘H0(Ā;Z)

Recall that the pull-backn� is the identity onϕ�Gm, multiplication byn on Pic0(A=k) and
multiplication byn2 on NS(Ā), and thatNS(Ā) is torsion free (see [Mum,x8]. This implies
that

H0(Ā;Gm;n�) = nPic(Ā)
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and

‘H0(Ā;Z;n�) = n‘H0(Ā;Z)

It follows that we have a map

an�
: nA(k̄)! ‘H0(Ā;Z;n�)

that fits into the following commutative diagram.

nA(k̄)
an an�

n‘H0(Ā;Z) ‘H0(Ā;Z;n�)

Hence it suffices to show thatan�
is an isomorphism.

The cohomology sheavesH i(Rϕ�Gm=n�) are torsion for everyi 2 Z, as we see from
the above expression of the endomorphismn� as multiplication by powers ofn. Therefore
the comparison between smooth and ´etale cohomology gives us that the group ‘H0(Ā;Z;n�)
is canonically isomorphic to the group Hom(Rϕ�Gm=n�; k̄�) computed in the derived cat-
egory of étale sheaves on̄k. We will now define a suitable complex of abelian groups
that represents the complex of ´etale sheavesRϕ�Gm=n�, in order to be able to compute
Hom(Rϕ�Gm=n�; k̄�) in the derived category of abelian groups.

LetC be the complex of abelian groups

O
�

nĀ;Ā
div
��! Div(Ā;nĀ)

whereO�

nĀ;Ā
is the multiplicative group of invertible functions on̄A having no poles or zeroes

on then-torsion points, and Div(Ā;nĀ) is the group of divisors on̄A with supports outside
then-torsion points. The moving lemma for divisors implies thatC is quasi-isomorphic to
the complex

K (Ā)�
div
��! Div(Ā);

hence we have a canonical map of complexes of groups (´etale sheaves over̄k)

C ! Rϕ�Gm;

that induces an isomorphism in cohomology of degree� 1.
DefiningO�

nĀ;Ā=n� to be the cokernel of the injective map

O�

nĀ;Ā ! O�

nĀ;Ā

f 7! f �n

and Div(Ā;nĀ)=n� to be the cokernel of the injective map

Div(Ā;nĀ) ! Div(Ā;nĀ)
D 7! n�1(D);

we see that the corresponding complexC =n� maps canonically toRϕ�Gm=n�, inducing an
isomorphism

H0(C =n�) �
! H0(Ā;Gm;n�) = nPic(Ā)
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that sends the class of a functiong on Ā with div(g) = n�1(D) for some divisorD to the
n-torsion divisor class[D] 2 Pic(Ā). Sincek̄� is a divisible group, hence injective, we also
see that

‘H0(Ā;Z;n�) = Hom(H0(Rϕ�Gm=n�); k̄�) = Hom(H0(C =n�); k̄�):

In particular, we obtain a perfect pairing between ‘H0(Ā;Z;n�) andnPic(Ā) into k̄�, and the
mapan�

induces a pairing

nA(k̄)� nPic(Ā)! k̄�:

From the above discussion and the definition of the cycle map we see that this pairing is
given by the formula

(x; [D]) 7! f (x)= f (0);

whereD is a divisor with support outside then-torsion points ofĀ and f is a function
with div( f ) = n�1(D). In other words, this pairing coincides up to sign with the Weil
pairing, which is nondegenerate (see for example [Mum,x20]). We conclude thatan� is an
isomorphism for everyn2N.

Remark 3.4. In the proof of the proposition we pass to torsion elements, since there would
have been no point in considering the composite map

A(k̄)! ‘H0(Ā;Z)! Hom(C ; k̄�);

which is zero: sincēk� is an injectiveétale sheaf, the right hand map factorizes via
Homk̄sm

(Gm;Gm) = Z.

Corollary 3.5. Let A� be an extension ofZ by an abelian variety A0 over a field k of char-
acteristic zero. Let A1 be the connected component of A� mapping to1 2 Z. We have an
isomorphism of sheaves on ksm represented by group varieties

a� : A�
�
! ‘H0(A

1;Z)

such that a� restricted to A1 is the canonical map

A1! ‘H0(A
1;Z)

of sheaves of sets induced by the cycle map c`.

PROOF. For a schemeT that is smooth overk with x1 2 A1(T) 6= /0 we sendx2 Ai(T) to

c`([x� (i�1)x1]+ (i�1)[x1]) 2 ‘H (A1;Z)(T):

It follows from Proposition 3.3 that this map does not depend on the choice ofx1. Since the
extension

0! A0! A�! Z! 0

is locally trivial on the smooth site overk, we have sections locally everywhere so the above
defines a homomorphism

a� : A�
�
! ‘H0(X;Z):

If we have a global sectionx1 2 A1(k), it follows easily from Proposition 3.3 thata� is an
isomorphism; otherwise we make a base change to a finite extension ofk such that we obtain
a global section ofA1, and we apply Proposition 3.3.
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Theorem 3.6. Let X be a proper smooth geometrically irreducible variety over a field k of
characteristic zero. The homomorphism of sheaves

c` : ZX! ‘H0(X;Z)

is the universal homomorphism ofZX into sheaves on ksm represented by group varieties
locally of finite type of which the connected component containing zero is an abelian variety.
In particular, ‘H0(X;Z) is represented by the total Albanese variety of X.

PROOF. Let A be a commutative group variety locally of finite type of which the connected
component containing zero is an abelian variety. Let

f : ZX! A

be a homomorphism of sheaves. We will show thatf factorizes via the cycle mapc`.
Let A0 be the connected component ofA containing zero. In order to be able to use

Corollary 3.5, we need to replaceA by an extensionA� of Z by A0. LetZ 0
X be the subsheaf

of ZX of elements of degree zero. SinceX is geometrically connected, we have thatZ 0
X

maps toA0, soZX=Z
0

X (= Z) maps toA=A0. We take the fibre productA� = A�A=A0 Z, and
we have a homomorphism

f � : ZX! A�

defined by f �(z) = ( f (z);deg(z)). We denote byπ : A� ! A the canonical projection. In
order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show thatf � factorizes via the cycle mapc` and
a homomorphism from ‘H0(X;Z) to A�, since f = f � �π.

Let A1� A� be the connected component mapping to 12 Z, and let

f 1 : X! A1

be the morphism of varieties induced byf �. By Corollary 3.5 we have the following com-
mutative diagram.

ZX

c`

f �

A�

a�

‘H0(X;Z)
f 1
�

‘H0(A1;Z)

Sincea� is an isomorphism, the diagram gives the desired factorization off � via ‘H0(X;Z).

3.3. Poincaŕe duality for curves

The proof of Poincar´e duality for curves in the present setting is analogous to the proof of
duality for cohomology with coefficients in thenth roots of unityµn of a smooth projective
curveϕ : C!Speck over a field of characteristic not dividingn. Writing Z=n( j) = µ
 j

n , we
have that geometric Poincar´e duality consists in that case of a composite morphism

Rϕ�Z=n(1)
L



Z=n
Rϕ�Z=n(1)! Rϕ�Z=n(2)

tr
��! Z=n(1)[�2]

in the derived category ofn-torsion sheaves on Speck that induces an isomorphism

Rϕ�Z=n(1)
�
! RHomkét;Z=n(Rϕ�Z=n(1);Z=n(1)[�2])(18)

in the derived category ofZ=n modules onkét (see for example [D, Dualit´e]).
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A natural integral analogue of the above duality would be a pairing

Rϕ�Z(1)
L

Rϕ�Z(1)! Rϕ�Z(2)

tr
��! Z(1)[�2]

inducing an isomorphism

Rϕ�Z(1)
�
! RHom(Rϕ�Z(1);Z(1)[�2]):

Here the complexZ(1) is by definition quasi-isomorphic to the sheafGm in degree 1 (see
[L2]), whereas there are several working definitions for the complexZ(2).

The pairing to be constructed is a kind of intersection pairing, hence we need represen-
tatives of the complex of sheavesRϕ�Z(1) on the smooth site overk with good intersection
properties. For this we take the Suslin–Voevodsky complexes of equidimensional cycles.
Once the pairing is constructed, we will prove that this pairing induces the desired iso-
morphism using Theorem 3.6; the comparison with the cycle map we need for this uses
Friedlander–Voevodsky duality. We will first recall the necessary definitions and results.
For consistency with the rest of the paper, the notationZ(i) will not be used in the rest of
this section.

Sheaves of equidimensional cycles

Let ϕ : X! k be a variety over a field of characteristic zero. As in [FV] we denote by
zequi(X; r) the presheaf onksm that associates to every smooth schemeU locally of finite
type overk the groupzequi(X; r)(U) of algebraic cycles onX�U that are equidimensional
of relative dimensionr overU . For a varietyY we denote byzequi(X;Y; r)(U) the presheaf

U 7! zequi(Y; r)(X�U)

Observe that whenX is smooth overk, then

zequi(X;Y; r) = ϕ�ϕ�zequi(Y; r):(19)

For a presheafF we denote byFsm the associated sheaf, and byC�(F) the associated sim-
plicial complex of presheaves, i.e., the complex of presheaves associated to the simplicial
presheaf

U 7! F(∆��U);

where∆� is the standard cosimplicial scheme overk (see for example [FV,x 4]).
By [V, Th. 3.4.2 and Cor. 4.1.8] we have a canonical isomorphism

Gm =C�(zequi(A1;0))[�1]:(20)

The right hand side is the complex we will use to define our pairing. WhenX andY are
smooth overk, the natural embedding of presheaves

zequi(X;Y; r) ,! zequi(X�Y; r +dimY)

induces by [FV, Th. 7.1] quasi-isomorphisms of the associated simplicial complexes of
presheaves.

C�(zequi(X;Y; r))
�
!C�(zequi(X�Y; r +dimY)):
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This is what we will callFriedlander–Voevodsky duality. From this duality and the homo-
topy invariance of complexes of presheaves of the formC�(�) (see [FV, Lemma 4.1]) we
see that the pullback map

zequi(X; r)! zequi(X�A1; r +1)

induces a quasi-isomorphism of associated simplicial complexes of presheaves.

Theorem 3.7. Let ϕ : C! Speck be a smooth projective geometrically irreducible curve
over a field of characteristic zero. There is a pairing

Rϕ�Gm
L

Rϕ�Gm!Gm[�1]

that induces an isomorphism

Rϕ�Gm
�
! RHomksm(Rϕ�Gm;Z)[�1]

in the derived category of sheaves on the smooth site over k. In particular, we have for any
i 2 Z an isomorphism

Hi(C;Gm)
�
! ‘H1�i(C;Z):

PROOF. By (19) and (20) we have a natural homomorphism

C�(zequi(C;A1;0))! Rϕ�Gm:

SinceC is a smooth projective curve, this is a quasi-isomorphism after sheafifying for the
smooth topology by [V, Th. 3.4.2]. We have an obvious symmetric pairing of presheaves

zequi(C;A1;0)�zequi(C;A1;0)! zequi(C;A2;0)

that takes closed subvarietiesV;W onA1�X�U to the cycle associated to the fibre product
V�X�U W� A2�X�U . This induces a pairing

C�(zequi(C;A1;0))�C�(zequi(C;A1;0))!C�(zequi(C;A2;0)):

Composing with the push-forward map

C�(zequi(C;A2;0))
ϕ�

��!C�(zequi(Speck;A2;1))

and the isomorphism

C�(zequi(Speck;A2;1)) =C�(zequi(A2;1)) 'C�(zequi(A1;0));

we obtain a pairing of complexes of presheaves that induces a pairing

Rϕ�Gm[1]
L

Rϕ�Gm[1]!Gm[1]:

Shifting the degrees gives the pairing we require.
In order to check that our pairing induces Poincar´e duality, it is sufficient to check that

we have isomorphisms

H
i(C;Gm)! ‘H1�i(C;Z)

of the homology sheaves in degreesi = 0 and 1, since the homology sheaves of the complex
Rϕ�Gm and its dual vanish in all other degrees. We first prove the casei = 1. Since both
source and target are representable by an extension ofZ by the Jacobian ofC, it would by
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Theorem 3.6 be sufficient to check that the sheaf-theoretic cycle map (17) factorizes via the
map

H
1(C;Gm)! ‘H0(C;Z):(21)

We will construct a candidate (23), but we will not quite need to prove that this composite
map coincides with the cycle map (17). Consider the following diagram of pairings, in
which all vertical arrows become quasi-isomorphisms after applyingC�(�) and where all
pairings are defined via intersection products or fibre products in the obvious way.

zequi(C;A1;0)
zequi(C;A1;0) zequi(C;A2;1)
ϕ�

zequi(A2;1)

zequi(C�A1;1)
zequi(C;A1;0) zequi(C�A2;1)
ϕ�

zequi(A2;1)

zequi(C;0) 
zequi(C;A1;0) zequi(C�A1;0)
ϕ�

zequi(A1;0)

(22)

We have a natural map

ZC! zequi(C;0);

and from the leftmost column we get a map

zequi(C;0)!H
1(C;Gm):

Composing with (21) we get a map

ZC!H
1(C;Gm)! ‘H0(C;Z):(23)

Since ‘H0(C;Z) is the total Albanese variety ofC, the universal property gives a commuta-
tive diagram

ZC H 1(C;Gm) ‘H0(C;Z)

‘H0(C;Z)

(24)

We will check that the right-hand diagonal arrow in this diagram is the identity. Since we
deal with a morphism of sheaves represented by smooth group varieties, it is sufficient to
check this at the global sections, provided we pass to the algebraic closurek̄ of k. From the
bottom row of diagram (22) we see that (23) sends the cycle associated to a closed point
i : x ,!C to the element in ‘H0(C;Z) = Homk̄sm

(Rϕ�Gm;Gm) represented by the morphism

Rϕ�Gm
i�
��! Rψ�Gm = Gm;

whereψ : x! Spec̄k is the structure map. This coincides with the cycle map (15), hence
the right-hand diagonal arrow of (24) is the identity, so the homomorphism (21) is an iso-
morphism.

In order to prove that

H
0(C;Gm)! ‘H1(C;Z)

is an isomorphism as well, we simply observe (using the calculations in Section 2.2 and the
symmetry of the pairing) that this mapping can be obtained from the isomorphism (21) by
applying the functorHomksm(�;Gm).
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4. Generalized Tate duality

In this section we will prove Theorems 1 and 3. These are actually straightforward conse-
quences of Theorem 4.3 below, which asserts that the complexesFi defined in Section 2.2
satisfy Tate duality whenX is smooth and proper over ap-adic field. This in turn follows
from the duality for the graded piecesGi which is classical Tate duality, since theGi consist
of (direct limits of) étale finitely generated groups, tori and abelian varieties concentrated in
a single degree.

A crucial role in the proof of Theorem 4.3 below will be played by the following collec-
tion indexed byi � 0 of compatible systems of pairings intoH2(K;Gm) = Q=Z with long
exact rows.

� � � Hr+1(K;G D
i ) Hr(K;FD

i�1) Hr(K;FD
i ) Hr(K;G D

i ) � � �

� � � �

�� � H1�r(K;Gi) H2�r(K;Fi�1) H2�r(K;Fi) H2�r(K;Gi) � � �

(25)

For i�0 this system is constructed from the triangles (10) and (12) using the Yoneda pairing.
It will allow us to glue the Tate duality for theGi (see Proposition 4.1 in order to obtain
duality for theFi . In the gluing process some caution is necessary, since some of the
duality pairings for theGi are only perfect after taking suitable completions. Lemma 4.2
provides the essential arguments that will allow us to proceed. In Section 4.3 we will prove
Theorem 3. Throughout this sectionX is a smooth, proper and geometrically irreducible
over ap-adic fieldK.

4.1. Classical Tate duality

Proposition 4.1. Let X be a smooth and proper geometrically irreducible variety over a
p-adic field K. Consider for i� 0, r 2 Z the Yoneda pairing

Hr(K;G D
i )�H2�r(K;Gi)! H2(K;Gm) = Q=Z:

(i) For every i� 0, r 2 Z the pairing is nondegenerate.
(ii) The pairing is perfect if the pair(i; r) is not in the setf(0;0); (0;2); (2;1); (2;3)g.
(iii) The pairing induces perfect pairings

H2(K;G D
0 ) �H0(K;G0)b!Q=Z;

H1(K;G D
2 ) �H1(K;G2)b!Q=Z;

H0(K;G D
0 )b�H2(K;G0) !Q=Z;

H�1(K;G D
2 )b�H3(K;G2) !Q=Z:

(iv) For i = 0 or 1, r 2 Z the groups Hr(K;Gi) and H2�r(K;G D
i ) vanish if the pair(i; r) is

not in the setf(0;0); (0;2); (1;1); (1;2)g: For i > 1 the groups Hr(K;Gi) and H2�r(K;G D
i )

vanish if r is not in the range i�1; : : : ; i +1.

PROOF. For i = 0;2 the proposition follows from Hilbert’s Theorem 90 and Tate–Poitou
duality for finitely generated groups (see [M2, Thm. I.2.1]). Fori =1 the proposition follows
from Tate duality for abelian varieties (see [M2, Cor. 3.4]).
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For i > 2 the proposition follows from Tate–Poitou duality for finite groups, since

Gi = lim-------!
n

nG i;

where the complexnG i consists of the (finite)n-torsion subgroupnH
i�1(Gi) of the Galois

moduleH i�1(Gi) = Hi�1(X;Gm) placed in degreei�1. Hence for allr 2 Z we have

H2�r(K;Gi) = lim-------!
n

H2�r(K;nG i);

and

Hr(K;G D
i ) = Hr(K;Rlim -------

n
(nG i)

D) = Rlim -------
n

Hr(K;(nG i)
D) = lim -------

n
Hr(K;(nG i)

D);

since the groupsHr(K;(nG i)
D) are finite (see [M2, Th. I.2.1]).

4.2. Gluing dualities

As was mentioned in the introduction of this section, we will need the following technical
result for the proof of Theorem 4.3.

Lemma 4.2. Let X be a smooth and proper geometrically irreducible variety over a p-adic
field K. Consider the compatible system of pairings(25).

(i) The boundary map H1(K;G2)! H2(K;F1) has finite image.
(ii) For i = 1, 2 the boundary map H0(K;FD

i�1)! H1(K;G D
i ) has finite image.

(iii) The boundary map H�1(K;FD
2 )! H0(K;G D

3 ) has finite image.

PROOF. (i) The image of the boundary map is the cokernel of the map

Pic(X) = H1(K;F2)! H1(K;G2) = H0(K;NS(X));

which is well-known to be finite.
(ii) For i = 1 the image of the boundary map is the cokernel of the map

H0(K;FD
1 )! H0(K;FD

0 ):

The image of this map contains the image of the composite map

CH0(X)
cl
��! ‘H0(X;Z)! H0(K;FD

0 ) = Z;

which coincides with the degree map for zero-cycles, hence the cokernel under consideration
is finite. Fori = 2, we consider the commutative diagram

H0(K;FD
1 ) H1(K;G D

2 )

Hom(H1(K;F1);Q=Z) Hom(H2(K;G2);Q=Z)

obtained from the system of pairings (25). The right hand vertical arrow is an isomorphism
by Proposition 4.1, and the image of the bottom arrow is finite by part (i) of this lemma.

(iii) The image of the mapH�1(K;FD
2 )! H0(K;G D

3 ) is the cokernel of the map

H�1(K;FD
3 )! H�1(K;FD

2 );

hence a quotient of the cokernel of the natural map

‘H1(X;Z) = H�1(K;F∞)! H�1(K;FD
2 ) = H0(K;Hom(NS(X);K

�
)):
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In order to show that the latter cokernel is finite, it is sufficient to prove that it has finite
exponent, sinceK�=K�n is finite for anyn2 N. Therefore it is sufficient to prove that the
cokernel of the map

ε : ‘H1(XL;Z)! H0(L;Hom(NS(X);K
�
))

has finite exponent for some finite extensionL of K in K.
We will finish the proof by showing that this is a rather straightforward consequence

of the fact that for divisors algebraic equivalence modulo torsion coincides with numerical
equivalence. So let us takeL large enough such thatNS(XL) = NS(X) and such that we have
a finite collection

fi : Ci ! XL

of smooth, projective, geometrically irreducible curvesCi overL mapping toXL, that gener-
ates a subgroup of finite index in Hom(NS(X);Z) via the intersection product. To be precise,
takingZ1(

S
Ci) to be the group of 1-dimensional cycles on the disjoint union of theCi we

have that the right kernel of the pairing

Z1(
S

Ci) � NS(X) ! Z
∑ai [Ci ] � [D] 7! ∑ai( fi)�[Ci] � [D]

:

is precisely the (finite) torsion subgroup ofNS(X).
After tensoring withL� we obtain a map

Z1(
[

Ci)
L�! Hom(NS(X);L�)

of which the cokernel has finite exponent. By Section 2.2 we have a canonical isomorphism

Z1(
[

Ci)
L� = ‘H1(
[

Ci;Z);

which fits into the following commutative diagram by the projection formula.

Zi(
S

Ci)
L� Hom(NS(X);Z)
L�

‘H1(
S

Ci ;Z)

( fi)�

Hom(NS(X);L�)

‘H1(XL;Z)
ε

H0(L;Hom(NS(X);K
�
))

Hence the cokernel bottom arrow has finite exponent.

Theorem 4.3. Let X be a nonsingular complete variety over a p-adic field K For i� 0, let
Fi be the complex defined in Section 2.2, and consider the Yoneda pairing

Hr(K;FD
i )�H2�r(K;Fi)! H2(K;Gm) = Q=Z:

(i) For every i� 0 and r2 Z the above pairing is nondegenerate.
(ii) For every i� 0, r ��2 the pairing is perfect.
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(iii) For every i� 0 the following induced pairings are perfect:

H2(K;FD
i ) �H0(K;Fi)b!Q=Z;

H1(K;FD
i ) �H1(K;Fi)b!Q=Z;

H0(K;FD
i )b�H2(K;Fi) !Q=Z;

H�1(K;FD
i )b�H3(K;Fi) !Q=Z:

(iv) For every i� 0, r > 2, the cohomology groups in the pairing are zero.

PROOF. In all four cases the proof will proceed by induction on the the leveli of the ‘fil-
tration’Fi , using Proposition 4.1 and Lemma 4.2 and the following commutative diagrams
with exact rows that are obtained from the system of pairings (25).

Hr�1(FD
i�1) Hr(G D

i ) Hr(FD
i ) Hr(FD

i�1) Hr+1(G D
i )

H3�r(Fi�1)
� H2�r(Gi)

� H2�r(Fi)
� H2�r(Fi�1)

� H1�r(Gi)
�

(26)

and

H3�r(Fi�1) H2�r(Gi) H2�r(Fi) H2�r(Fi�1) H1�r(Gi)

Hr�1(FD
i�1)

� Hr(G D
i )� Hr(FD

i )� Hr(FD
i�1)

� Hr+1(G D
i )�

(27)

HereHq(�) is short forHq(K;�), and�� denotes the Pontryagin dual Homcont(�;Q=Z).
The exactness of the bottom rows is clear at the duals of torsion groups (which are equipped
with the discrete topology); at the duals of groups which are not purely torsion (which are
equipped with the profinite topology), the exactness follows from [M2, Prop. 0.20] and
Lemma 4.2.

(i) In order to show thatHr(FD
i )! H2�r(Fi)

� is injective, consider diagram (26). By
the induction hypothesis and Proposition 4.1, we know that all vertical arrows but the middle
one are injective. Moreover, the mapHr�1(FD

i�1)!H3�r(Fi�1)
� is either an isomorphism,

or the image ofHr�1(Fi�1)
D! Hr(G D

i ) is a finite groupI by Lemma 4.2, in which case
we replace the left column of diagram (26) by the mapI ! I�. The injectivity follows by a
diagram chase.

The mapH2�r(Fi)! Hr(FD
i )� is treated similarly.

(ii) For r � �2 the surjectivity of the mapsHr(FD
i )! H2�r(Fi)

� and H2�r(Fi)!
Hr(FD

i )� follows by a similar diagram chase, using Proposition 4.1 and the induction hy-
pothesis, which give the surjectivity of the second and the fourth vertical arrows and the
injectivity of the rightmost vertical arrow in diagrams (26) and (27).

(iii) The injectivity and surjectivity of the map

H0(Fi)b! H2(FD
i )�

follows immediately from Proposition 4.1 and the above commutative diagrams, since
H0(Fi) = H0(G0) andH2(FD

i ) = H2(G D
0 ) for all i � 0. The injectivity and surjectivity

of

H1(Fi)b! H2(FD
i )�
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follows by induction from diagram (27), Proposition 4.1, and Lemma 4.2, since we may
replaceH2(Fi) and its dual by finite groups in the diagram, and then the upper row remains
exact after taking profinite completions. For the isomorphismsH0(FD

i )b! H2(Fi)
� and

H�1(FD
i )b! H3(Fi)

� we use similar arguments.
For the arrows in the other direction, like

H2(FD
i )! (H0(Fi)b)� = H0(Fi)

�

we have injectivity by part (i) of this theorem, and the surjectivity follows by diagram chas-
ing in (26) and (27) and induction oni from Proposition 4.1.

(iv) This follows from Proposition 4.1.iv by induction oni.

4.3. Proof of Theorem 3

(i) Let ϕ : X! SpecK be the structure morphism. Consider the triangle

ϕ�Gm! Rϕ�Gm! τ�1Rϕ�Gm! ϕ�Gm[1]

in the derived category of sheaves on the smooth site overK. Since

H1(K;τ�1Rϕ�Gm) = H1(K;R1ϕ�Gm[�1]) = Pic(X=K)(K)

andϕ�Gm = Gm, the associated long exact sequence of cohomology groups contains the
exact sequence

0! Pic(X)! Pic(X=K)(k)
δ
��! Br(K)

ϕ�

��! Br(X);

where the first term is zero by Hilbert’s Theorem 90. This exact sequence coincides with the
exact sequence in the first statement of the theorem. The Cartier dual of the mapϕ�Gm!
Rϕ�Gm gives rise to the degree map

‘H0(X;Z)
deg
��! Z;

so the Yoneda pairing gives the following compatible system of pairings intoQ=Z.

Br(K)
ϕ�

Br(X)

� �

Z ‘H0(X;Z)
deg

Since Br(K) is the Pontryagin dual ofZ, and Br(X) is the Pontryagin dual of ‘H0(X;Z) by
Theorem 4.3.iii, we have that the kernel ofϕ� is the dual of the cokernel of the degree map.
Therefore these two (finite cyclic) groups have the same order.

(ii) TakeF1 as in Section 2.2, and consider the triangle

ϕ�Gm!F1! Pic0(X=K)[�1]! ϕ�Gm[�1]:

Now we proceed as in the proof of part (i) of the theorem, observing that

H1(K;F1) = Pic0(X)

and

Ext0Ksm
(F1;Gm) = ‘H0(XK;Z)Gal(K=K);

as we see from the calculations in Section 2.2. The final statement follows from the fact that

‘H0(XK;Z)Gal(K=K) = Alb�(X)(K)
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by Theorem 3.6.
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